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l Two problems which have the ccommon characterd.st;i.c of a concave 
cost functions are discussed in this paper. The basis problem is to 
determine-the optimum allocation policy where the unit cost of the 
products bei~g allocated is· a function of the total quantity,pur-
·chased from that supplier. In the first c·ase under ·consideration 
~ ' . any economies or diseconomies which result from changes in~the 
total all.oca·tion to a suppr±er are reflected gn "the unit cost of all 
. products being allocated to that supplier. The second case ~is the 
-!l) 
problem where the economies or diseconomies from a change in the 
total allocations to a.supplier reflect only upon the incremental 
units. The exact formulation of these problems (as aninteger and 
mixed integer Linear Programming Problem) are presented together. 
with two methods which do not require integer restrictions to be 
placed O:Q some of the variables. 
These two· simplifications were compared agai,nst _the method of 
. .._ .... . 
q, -total enumeration of all feasibl.e solutions and the resul ts···showed ' 
.. 
the simplifications would lesult in savings of up to 67% in the 
·' -
. computational __ effort. 
~ The largest problem considered was a problem of f.our suppliers, 
three· pro~ucts and_. three price breaks. It is expected . tilat. these 
metho4s. cottld be applied to a problem of up to eight suppliers 
Q' before it will become unwieldy and require· too much time for 
.,.,. •. ,., ... P "' 
" 
solution~ The r limits) number of protlucts (within reasonable should 
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Description of the Problem 
..... , .. ,,._, __ .... -~ 
' A problem which is (,aced in many situations when planning pu_r-
.... ~--,.-
chasing or manufacturing is the problem of allocating ord~rs when 
the cost.of the service or product is dependent ~pon the total 
I ' 
quantity ,.~!located to that source·: ,,. 
There are two gJ;?era1 cases of this problem; the first , 'which 
will be referred to later as Case I can be described as follows: 
The price per·unit of all products purchased or manufactured 
is·dependent upon.the total quantity~allocated to this source. Any 
economies or diseconomies which result from this policy in terms of 
unit price is applied against all units. An example which would. 
~ demonstrate this would be the case where a supplier has one price 
schedule if the.total number of items purchased were between O and 
4-99 and he had a second price· schedule for all products purchased if 
the total quantity purchased was in the .range ~ 500 units. 
·The second case, Case Il is similar to Case I except that in 
.. 
this case the total cost curve for each product is continuous·rather 
. than d_iscontinuous as in Case I. In this case. the economies or 
diseconomies resulting from the incremental changes in quantity 
required· are reflected only ,.on the. incremental proc!u.ction. 
' • . . - --·- . .. .. -· . . . ... . . (;>. . .. ·- -
Tll.e 
. ---"j '· 
-
change in cost per unit does not apply to all the units produced 
but only to- the additional units produced. 
A problem Similar to this could arise in manufacturing when it 
must be determined how much overtime should be worked at·various 
locations (and possibly variable cost for this overtim~ productioD:) __ 
/'" 
-~ :· . .;. 
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to me;et shipping schedules at, the lowest overall cost. 
For both of these cases there are three p~ssible ~ay~ that . 
the prices can vary. The price structure can be convex; the cost 
per unit·is either increasing or is constant as ~h.,e quantity in- ... 
creases (diseconomies of scale). The second possibility is the 
concave case where the cost per unit is decreasing as the quantity ~ 
i increases (economies of scale)· and the third possibility is a 
., 
¢ l 
. ;·, .. 
,:: 
··-. 
combination .of economies and diseconomies of scale within the price 
structure. 
. . 
••• ,, <j• 
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History of the Problem 
.. 
,:-· -'t:·--·-
Closely associated with·the mathematics necessary-for the exact 
formulation of the problems,defined previously as. Cases I and II 
(for a concaye. cost f.unct_io/n), are the· following six problems which 
'---. 
--~-
all have in comm..on that their exact f ormulatioli as a linear pro-
, 
1 
granuning problem requires that they have certain variables which 
ti 
are restricted to. integer values~ 
These problems are: '· ' 
•• _--;' J 
1. Fixed Cost Transportation Problem [3,7,20]. 
2. Travel_ing Salesman Problem [1]. 
3. p - coloring a Map [10, Po 548] • 
.. 
4. Orthagonal Latin~Squares [lO, p. 547]. 
5. Scheduling Problem [1]. 
6. Stock Cutti~g Problem[11, 13]. 
~--
Wa.th certain of these ~oblems the exapt formulation of the prob-
lem -with integer restrictions is ·a critical-part of the formulation 
while in others the rounding to integers of the solution obtained 
.·from an ordinary Linear Programming formulation without the integer 
restrictions would be sufficiently accurate for most needs and the 
extra work required to obtain the i~teger solution is not warranted. 
' 
The Fixed Cost Transportation problem .is a case where the intege·r re-
striction is _required while in the Stock Cutting Problem the integer 
-restrictions can sometimes· be relaxed if th~ quantities und.er con~- . 
sj.deration are large. The round.ing in this. case would represent only .. ._ 
a small error • 
. ,"cec, ,,_ ,-.. . 
: .. : .. · 













For ·the cases where a concave cost func-tion is being represented 
using separable progranuning techniques :together with integer o:r 
mixed integer restrictions it is not possible to set up the problem 
or to solve the exac.t formulatio8· without the integer restrictions 
since the ;r~sulting -solution would bear no resemblence to the prob-
lem initially formulated. 
ff! 
Shetly [19] and M.arko~itz and Manne [11] both dealt ~ith the 
' 
~ ~ problem of unit.cost· of a single product being a function.of the 
• 
,qµ~tity purchased and they laid the groundwork for.,the representa-
tion of these problems b,y the use of sepa.rable programming. Shet·ly 
"' 
··:;,,.,.,;, dealt with the convex cost, function while Markowitz and Manne dealt 
""':\;. 
with both the convex and concave cases. (' 
A problem which initially appears to. be ~ery similar to the 
,, \ I . . 
. 
• 
problem defined in Cases I and II is determining the optimum order 
quantities when ~iscounts are permitted in the price·st:ructure. 
Churchman, Ackoff ~d,Arnoff [4, p. 235-54] discuss this problem 
for the case of a concave cost function.. The proced.ure . which they 
present to obtain the optimum solution is an ·iterative procedure 
as opposed to a closed solution. l 
The major difference between this problem and the problem in 
. 
Cases I and II is that the solution for the Economic-Order Quantity 
is based on only one cost schedule while ·;n Cas~s il allJ.d·~lI s~parate 
... 
cost functions are required for each possible supplier-produc't 
combination. 
·,· 
. ~ . : ..... 
·-:o ... ~·-- -s,,.,::__ __ ·- ..:_~ 















No direct references w\~e found in any of the literature deal-
ing with the problem of setting up the two problems defined earlier ,_.; .. -
as Cases I and II. 
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pbjective of this Thesis 
The concave case (the cas·e of economies· of scale) associated 
with both Cases I and II will be studied both from a mathematical 
point of view and· from the standpoint of applying two computational 
) 
algorithms to obtain the optimum solution. 
The advantages of the computational· p·rocedures over the method 
of total enumeration will be demonstrated for- several test problems 
by using a computer program to enumerate all feasible solutions 
and then to apply the simplificati0ns called for by these algori'thms 
to demonstrate what -the s\avings would have been if these tec~niques 
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A. Separable Programming 
Certain kinds ·of non-lineiities - diseconomy of· scale 
(i.e., convex-cost function) may be incorporated directly within· 
a linear programming model. For the case of "economies of 
scale " (i.e. , concave cost function), an, attempt to employ-
. .... 
linear programming ·is likely to produce results which are--':-
... ,, - :i· 
entirely misleading~ 
•, ···;··,~.-.·-_;: .• ".? . ' 
__ ,, ' ~ ... ~ .. , .... " 
.•.; .- :--~- • ,-,·' . -.. :,.,• -'_1::·; 
! • ~ :.' ... '. ' .' • ' ••• ~ : ,- . 
Consider first the\ case of diseco11om:~i.cs. Suppose that tpe 
' .. total cost for producing a quantity x is given by f{x) in 
1 ( 
Figure· 1. The function f(x) carr·then be approximated by a 
•'·? 
piece-wise linear curve f' (x). Over the range O < x f .. qK, . the _ 




. (1) X b 
r=l· · 















- X ) 
r-1 
x 1 ) implies r-




·• :• .'• -•· •- e: .• :.l{ 





qr+l =· O,r.= l, 2,- •••• K-1 
. Where er .represents the slop~ of f' (x) from -xr--l to xr and· 
in at\dition C > C 1 . r· - r-
Relations (1), (2), (3) may be incorp~rated within a Ii.near 
.._. .~.· .. 
. ':,-Ju't.\.",,;. .. ,. . .. I 
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10 I 
,. \ . ' 
. 
~gr~ing model without making condition (4) explicit_:___, In 
the optimal. solution since c is more economical than cr+l'-........ _ ~-
~ r 
__ condition (4) will hold automatically assuming that there is a 
., 
~. 
place to dispose of the excess of x at no ~bst. 
--
,.. In addition, an additional representation can be_ made in 
'°' 
' -' -
the following manner:· Any ·point on the curve f'(x) can be 
represented as the weighted average of two ~uccessive break 
points. 
For each r r~o, 1, 2, . .. -.. K let (f, g ·) be the 
r r 
coordinates of the. break point (xr'. f(xr)) of the function 
f (x) in Figure, 2. Any x ili the range f O < xr ~ fK may be 
,~e.presented · by 
if f(x) is a convex function we have 
(6). f' (x) 
- <l>ogo + ' <l>1 gl + , " • i. • <l)KfK 
.. 
and . addition. l.n 
£--···-
., .. , 
I 
(7) 1 = cpo + cpl ~+ •...•. - cl)K 
~ ·. 
Relations (5), (6) and (7) may also be i.ncorporated direct-
--- ---~----
·' 
ly· into a line·ar progr~ing model with the addition of the 
' 4 
correct notation for the variables. J . 
" 
Non-linearitie,s that correspond to·· economies of scale can..;. 
I' 
not be handled by' either of the above representations. This is 
'1 
.. 
·the. ovn~ava curv~ ·t (x) shown in Figures3 and4. As ·in the pre~. 
-~ 
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Figure 4,: Concave~Cost Function, Mixed Integer- ~epresentatim 
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(. 
described by-conditions (i), (2), (3) and--(.4). In this case 
er S cr-l · If the constraints (1), (2) and· (3) were again 
embedded in a linear programming model, it would be ,, . '' optimal 
.. 
to select the variables in a \kward 
q < (x - x 1 ) implies q 1 = 0 r - r r- r-
sequence. 
r - 1 2 ·· ' , __ ..... K 
·~:--: 
., .. ' 
In· this case the model would incorr-ectly substitute a 
I 
c=~se of diseconomy .of scale for one of ·economy of s_cal~. 
r, 
In the second representation of the problem equation·(5), 
.. 
(6), and (7) could be used to represent this ca~e, see 
Figure 4, but in this case the so1uti.on would be a point on 
the line defined by [ x 0 , f (x0 )], [ xr, f_(xr)] and it would be 
bel·ow the curve defined by the curve f' {x). In this case the 
model has substituted a linear function for-the·· "cibncave cost 
. I \ 
function. The inabili,ty o:f these two models_ to approximate the 
non-linear relationships shown in Figures 3 and 4 go deeper 
than the isolated failure of these two models. The points 
which satisfy the constraints·of a linear programming model 
, 
form a convex set." This is not trtte of the points·on or 
I 
above f' (x) in Figures ( 3) and ( 4) • Thes_e ,.points form a 
concave set. 1. 
~ 
As long as a linear function is maxim~ed over a convex 
set .then we can be sure that a )..ocal optimum is also the· 
.J. 
-absolute optimum. Once non _,convex constraint sets ar-e ----- · --.··-~~- · 
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. · . ..;·· 
The economics of· scale indicated by the func-tion f' (x) in 
Figures 3 and 4 may be treated in a discrete programming for-
mulation by using equations (1). and (2) and by defining a set 
of zero-one variables ( a • ·• /~~: •• a )' related · through linear 1 K: 












Xr - xr-1 
-r 
r . :_t .. :, ~- -._. _•: • . . .. K 
qr ,t' ....... 1, .K-1 . -• .- ·• • ., • • 
i 
. ~· . 
(10) ar is on integer o, 1 f-or a1-1 .r 
.(11) >O ~ qr - for al1 r 
C 
i 
Conditio~ (8) and· (10) insu_re· th·a.l:- ci_f: q :is t.o be; greater _ 
··r 
than zero, a will be for·ce,d up to: .1:P.¢. :v_alue·· of .. ·u-nity. _ r 
Similarly (9).. and (10) provide 'th:~:t unl.es_s- ·the variable qr 
has attained its m~ximum value, it is impossible for ar+l .to 
·be greater than zero, i.e. impossible to assign a positive 
value to the variable qr+l · Thi·s. formula.tion insure·s that the.· 
variables qr \ill-b: employed in the proper sequence rat~er 
than in reverse order. The restriction in (8), (9) and (10) 
,, 
§ can ,be r~writt\n as follows: 
(13) qr - (xr+l - xr) +- (xr+l ~ xr) ar > 0 
(14) qr+l,::. Cxr+2 - xr.+i> (1-ar>- ~ O 
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· A second repres~ntatton of this prqblem can be for-




- <%>0 f. + <:>l f +· •• : .• 'IS. • C:,K fK 0 1 
(16) f' (x) = <l>o go + <l>l. gl • • • • • • cpK gK 
(17) cl> 0 <I> -+ - <l-' ct> 1 - + ••••••• 1 K 
Then in addition we must impose the condition that all 
· ... -~ 
. . 
<l>r = o except at most one pair <l>r and <l)r+l' This can be done 




ct>o .5 a 
0 







8K-2 + ~-I i. 
. (19) 1 ao + al + •••••• • • .. 8K-l 
.... .I 
t:. 1 ···., An additional· representation of_ this problem can be made 
in the following manner. 
(21) 
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the restriction that all 
. the .following restrictions one pair 
cp' 
+ <l> 0 1 
¢>1 + cl>~ 
ct> 2 + ct>' 2 
c?> ¢K + K-1 
. :._.. ,--· 
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Development of Case I 
A representation similar to that used in e·quations (20), 
(21), (22) and (23) can be used to represent the case where the 
fl 
effect of allocating additional units, whether it ·is a net 
' . ?, 
increase in total cost or a decrease, is reflected on-all unit·s 
rather than on only the·· increment al uni ts. The [cost function 
~·: ,, . . ·-"--~:...,..---
... ,., ~il\ 
for this formulation is shown in Figure 5 for the case of 




In all prE:rv:tous cases it was possible· to represent the 
case of diseco·nomi·es· of scale wi'thout the use of the zero-one 
variables , equations 23 , ~ut in this case it was necessary to 
, ·include these discrete variabtes. If the problem had been re-
prese·nted without the use of_ t.hese variables the solution would 
.... 
fall on the line defined by (x0 , g 0 ), (x1 , g1), (x2 , g2 ) · ·=· · · 
... (~, ·gK) in Figure 5. 
! 
:, 








Over the :range 0 < x:< qr the problem can be represented as 
--
- ( ·-"=~--~-· ,/ ;ii. follows: 
,.. 
.,e-1- ci,' cl> 1 <l> I cp ' (24) · ~ - X + X + X + x. X --- X - ••••••• 0 0 l 1 1 K K r r. 
- ---- ~ - ------~- - -- ~ 
_(26) ' l= cl>+ <l> Q ' 1 ••• _.~--~K· "" ' + '*'1 + 
,. 
















' ) .. , . 
(27) 
.~ .... 
ct>' + cl> 
0 1 
. ct,_' .. 
. . 1 + ct>2 
I 
· ..... ; 
17 
-~ 
. _ _. ....... 
= o, 1 · 








This represent~tioir differs from the representation used 
.:, 
, 
in equations (20) through· (23) in that gr~ gr' i.e. 
cost curve is not continuous. 
\ 
thet total 
A similar representation could be macre.' fo.r -0 the case of 
economies of scale shown in Figure_6. 
• 
This repi·esentation can be expanded to 't:ake into· account 
all n products produ<:ecl. l>.y· the j~h suppli-er in a manner . 
...... 
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Cost Function for Case 


















Figure 6: -cost Function for Case II 
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Development . of Case II 
A second problem area is that of representing the cost 
function for the case· of ·where the cost per%·unit is a function 
of the total quantity purchasecl'from the individual supplier 




individual product produced, ·for the. probl-em defined_ as easel. 
Using the representation· of a piece-~ise convex cost 
funation used in ~quation (1), (2) ~ (3.) and (·4) but expanding 
- . 
the representatiQll to include all the m products that ·the i th 
• V ", ,-, 
supplier produces we can write the following set of equ·ations: 
.xij represents the quan-t::l.t.Y shipped from supplier j to 
destination i. 
K 
c2s> . x .. = L qriJ. 
iJ r=l 

















L -c . . q .. 
i=l rl.J · r1J 
·.o· 
·, 
bj is the· total amount of ;ill products whi'ch could be 
supplied by supplier. j • 
. ) 'Y .. represents the maximum Dtif11ber of uni ts that can be Jr 
. , 
allocated from suppliea:r.:::::3 at the prices a·ssoaia1ied with, 
schedule r • 
·1. 
~-' ,.. r 
.-.:, 
' 
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( ...... ·:· .. . . .. . .( 
,,; 
.If we have a ·convex cost function then· for all i 
Cr+lij 
ID 
Lq .. (y. 
i :_i r1J Jr 
.. 
---------· 
iinplies that qr+l, i, j - 0 
. J . -
For the case where the cost fun ct ion is ·con~ave Ccr ij · >,. 
cr±iij) it is necessary to implicitly state thetrelationship 
.. 
I 





and . in 
(37) 
K 
X . . 1J " L ari qrij 
r=l · , 
K ·m. 







- z . 
J L ~ crij qrij ari 










.. E o. ·--y· •. - qrij > rJ i=l 
1· 





', fl .. 
.--i.•'···:: ..... -~·-· ... 
·, 
Even.· though it is possible "to solve this representation 
(see' Appendix I) .:j.t appears that 1his method of formulation -is 
not practical due to the size of the resulting problem and a~so· 
because .of the computational state of the art limits the wide~ 
spread use of the p~reseni algorithms [9, 12, 15 ]·. 
' . . 
.. ~.·· \. 
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.. -. Computational Procedure 
It would be desirabl,.e if. b,.oth of these probl.ems, Cases I. and II, 
-
could be formulated in a manner which would· not require the prob le~ · 
to be set up as. an integer or mixed integer linea1:, programming problem. _ 
·1!· ,1.V:, 
.. 
d ,. . 
.. ~ 
rr n on""mnl; ch this it • first to .L V ---"'" .. 1:'-'- .._ __ 1S necessary u .A.,,.4 ~ ,-r•" 
.t ' . .._, 
make some initial as~mp• 
I 
tion about how the or~~?' will be allocated·, how·many units will be 
purch_ased from each supplfer, before the problem can be set up as a 
linear programming problem. · The setup of the linear programming 
problem for Cases I and II are shown respectively in Appendix, II and 
III o ·For both cases after the initial assumption is made ft· must be 
determined if the. assumed allocations will result in a feasible 
\ :,~:";,· .. solut.ion, i.e., .... , the requirements for the various products can all 
_\·,,;.:, .. ·, .t,_.f 
be met, then the minimum cost solution under these assumptions would 
" be determined. By proceeding· ·.1n this manner the cost for each 
o; alternate feasible soluti_on can be· found and the least cost solution 
can1 •• be determined. Computationally, . this procedure has many _draw-
backs, one of which is the necessity of sett·ini·· up and solving many 
relatively large linear programming problems. For both ·cases a 
·~) 
. systemaµc \apprioa!Ch has been developed to determine the ·optimum 
solution,. · For Case II an alternative approach has. been developed 
·, 
.·, 
~. ___ ------·----· -- --·---·- and it is compared against the- brute force solution (total 
.~. 
'""" 
enumeration), and also·. against the . other computational technique. 
Case 
·.The· first technique which --will be evaluated for ~ 
~-
• ): 
" / II can be described as follows: 
. 
F·or a case of m suppliers supplylng n products 
'. \ r 
\ 
both Case: I 
,,.., 
c • 
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22 r j 
l>:tlce breaks th~_ f_Jrst assumption to be made is that all m suppliers·· · 
will participate in the order;_ all suppliers_will be assumed to be ' 
< supplying products at a cost associated with at least their lowest ' 
quantity·· range in their pri~e structure { this rang·e should be 
\ 
0 ~ xijl 5 'YJi) ;· After solving this set of feasible ·solutions it 
,will be found that .~n Jnany cases, even though it was .. assumed that an 




•a the resulting minimum cost solution·,·S'ays no allocation should be made . 
,, For the cases where this occurred it will be possible to· elim-
' ~ inate the need to solve certain other feasible solutions since the 
-· answer to t~ese are ~lready known. This can be shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Simplification 1 
Ranges for Other Fea-















0 0-500 0 
.• II:? 
0-500 0-500 0-500 
,, 
0-500 0-500 0-500 
,' s 
· 0-500 ··O 
·Q; 
The next·st~p in the solution would be toconsiderJlall feasible 
•?' 
., . 
- -solutions for the .. assumption that (m..,;.1) suppliers will be included 
in .the order. After a feasible solution has been 9btain·ed it should · 
... 
be checked against the list of fei~ible s~lu~~ons whiCh:tave been 
. ,~v 
eliminated in the previous steps. If this solution has not been 
already eliminated then the problem would be -solved and as in the 
'· - < 
. ,. ~-. 
. '\ 
... 





... .. · 
111 
11 •• 




,::.: ., .... , ..... ,. 








. '·---previ-Otr§;-step, the solution ·would be 
feasible soluti6ns could be excluded. 
ined to .s~e if othev 
This method would proceed until each supplier -was· assumed ~ ... 
fill the orders for all products. 
As a last step in the procedure ·tihe list· of feasible 
-
wouid be examined to determine the lowest cost solution. 
For Case II ·where the cost function is a continuous functi"'on 
there is an alternate procedure which could be used. 
' 
\° This pro-
cedure would werk from the other end of·· the family of solutions 
·''\,:-. (C(m, 1) to C(m,m) rather than C(m,m) to C(m, 1)) •. · This procedure 
can be described as follows: · 
· This procedure begins wi,th the assumpti·on that the total order 
\· .. 
will be allocated to each of the various suppliers (one at a time) 
in turn <this wili cau~~ the allocation···to be made at the lowest 
I '· 
·per unit cost for e.ach 
. ~~~; ·; suppliei;.i After making this assumptio:ri 
feasible solutions .·,are determined (if there are any) and the ,·.· '-. 
linear pr~gram is ~et u't) and solved to determine the lowest cost 
solution (along With any alternate equivalent cost solutions) • 
• The next step in the procedµr.e assumes that ,~order 
t·he 
" 
• .. , :\ 
l ,, 




suppliers taken two at a time will be considered). For"each of 
these combinations of suppliers all feasible _solutions are .. found, 
- "~·'- ... 
the Linear Programming Problem··. ~-s se~ ~P, and then they are solved 
.. 
for the minimum cost solution. The lowest cost solution or solutions 
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suppl_ie"r filling all orders. 
in step two or a different .equiv~lent cost solution was not found 
in step two,then the solution ih $tep one is optimum .. If the 




will be repeat_ed for three suppliers splitting the order and the 
~;i 
-- . -
optimum solution· wi 11 be compared to the ovtiruu111 for .two suppliers 
using the same criteria previously used. This method is continued 
until either an optimum is found or all suppliers are ·considered 
participating in the order. This procedure will work for Case II 
but cannot be applied to Case I because of the discontinous total .. 
cost curves. 
.. If/; • 
ro.· ,_;•· 
·• .. "!· 
.. .., ... 
·.\ 
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Ao· Object,j.ves ·· t. 
. 
\. 
A series of test problems were run to demonstrate the. 
' 
computational pro~edure and.to evaluate the effectiveness of 
'these two procedures against the method of total-enumeration • 
... 
The ·specific objectives of this evaulation were to: 
//l. 
1~ ·. Determine the savings in computational effort which 
would result~ from the ·application. of the computational. 
procedures to this problem. 
ffl ~ 
:2. Demonstrate, that the solution obtai:rted by both methods 
would be the optimal solution.· 
3. Demonstrate the approx'i.mate si.ze of the problem which 
would be encountered while applying this ·techni4lle to 
<l) 
obt.ain solutions invo_lving four or less suppliers . 
B~ Test Prbblems 
t'.I Two tes\problemS were designed __ to d~nstrate. the simpli-
·- ' 
~ f . 




Cases I and II except in ·the data used for Case II the costs 
. '
associated with supplier ·4 were e_liminated since ,the maximum-
number of suppliers which could be handlad in the progr~·for. 
this case was thr_ee. This limitation of three suppliers for 
., 
Cas~ I· and ~four suppliers for. Case II ~was a restriction im-
f 
\ 
·posed by th~ size of the meniory_of.the computer used (IBM-1620, 
20K memory) and by.the time necessary to(~olve these problems 
. ' 








·' . . "-1 
\' t .. ,. 
',I ,.i. 














. ;~ ... -~ 
'I, 
•' I 




It was necessary to transfer the program to an IBM 1410 to 
take advantage of the faster internal speed, but the size of 
the problem was not increased· since this would have ·r~qui':r·ed a 
./I' ' 
major reprbgramming eftort, and it was felt that a program of 
' ' C: 
the size original.1y programmed would demonstrate the techniques 
' ' ; 
required for th.ese two procedures adequately. The major con-
'•-' 
Sider.ations used wheQ. designing the test· problems were that the 
unit cost of the pr,oduct. decreased as the quantity increased 
and that the cost of each product at each level was within 
,., 
,, 
reasonab~y close limits from all suppiiers (~ 10% for test prob-
', •-.. 
lem I and t 20% for test problem II). The cost matrices for these· 
test probl'ems are shown in Appendix IV. 
C. Results 
' ' 
A sample calculation to· demonstrate how the two computa-·1 
tional technhtues were' ·applied to. the data is shown in 
.... 
Appendix V. The results of the computations for price structures. 
I and II. at various levels of demand are shown in Tables.3 and 4. 
Looking initially at Casei--"the following results were 
, 
obtained: ~·· ·• 
1 
1. The number of feasible . solutions • • solution requiring a 
v· fijf \· " 
to obtain the optimum solution to the problem was re-
duced,. by between 51% and 67% ior the range of ,r,equire-




·; .. ~-· 
. ' 












··- ------··--··-·-·-. -·--·· ·_._.-___ ... _·. __ ·_-~: ·.· -
;, .·: ' 
2. 
~ -The resulting solution obtained was in all cases the 
opti~al. and in addition -a11··~n{que solutions were 
.,. 
a-lso obtaine~. This gives the person planning the -
~ ·-~-
,r 
project alternate sol-utions w-hich have higher costs · 
from which he may want to choose due to some other 
I . I 
consideration not implicit in the set up of the pro~ 
,·· ,0,01•11·~···11,,, •.. ,, ,,, ., 
- h 1 .om-. 
...., ~""'&.U.. 
For Case II the following results were observed·: 
la. ( The number of f·easible solutions requiring a 
. , 
solution to obtain the o.ptim·um solution to the 
problem for Simplific~t.fon I over the method o;f 
total enumeration resulted in a savings: of be-
tween 14% anq 
0 5&%. 
, ... •:...,.\) / 
.lb. For Simplif.ication II the number of f·easible 
,~ -
~olutions which had to be solved to obtain the 
~ 
answer showed a reduction of up to 36% ~ver 
,.fl 
total enumera_tion of all solutions-. 
-le. The solution obtained in all cases for Simp~i-
1.-·\ 
fication_ I were superior'with respect to the 
< 
amount of computation required compared to 
--
. ~. 
.,- :··· \_.. . 
,• 
-.-~ ------· ·--------- -=------._~-----·- =--- --=- ---=-- --=-- _·· --. --- -- ··------=-- - -- ~- - -- -- - --· - --- .;..:: .... _i 
2. The answer obtained ·by both methods yielded the 
~ 
optimum solution for all c_,ases tested. 
:ri ~ 
It should be noted that these·conclusions are based on 
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- _a small· percentage of the total -"amount available (5 to 25 per-
cent). Plotting the total number of feasible solutions against 
~ . ' ''\ 
the ~atio of the. t.otal allocated for all products to. the total 
over.all quantity available, results similar to those shown in' 
Figure. 7 would ·be expected for-~both Cases I and II. No general-" 
l.·zat1.·on c-an ·lle maa·e a·oou+- +"n·e g··e--n-0 ---, -1... ...... ___ "f ~ ;:..;"';1-:l .... ,.,.11--vP. .., .., . "" r ~ .L .:; ll a~~ u · "" .::, .,_.I.U ..L • ""'... , '!_.,. _ .!. • _,. 
for ·uniqµe solutions (the number of solutions necessary to be 
t--· 
solved to obtain an optimum solution for Cases' I and II with 
i 
Simplif_ication 1). Only two points on such a curve are known 
without testing. These are the extreme points (o, m), (1, 1). "' 
. ' 
The results for Case I and Case II using Test Problem 1 and 2 
are plotted re$pectively in Figures 8 arid 9 as Percent Savings · 
.. 
versus the ratio of the total quantity of all products allocated 
to~the total quantity of product ava1.l .. able. This ratio was not 
' ·I 
made > .-3 because for· larger values _the price breaks in. the 
co·st function limits the number of feasible solutions which 
. -
· can be ,obtained. This· limitation woul,d not an.feet the 
comput·ation in practice .since, this ratio would normally be a 
• l 
small number, i.e., the available cap_acity from Vlbich assignm8nts 
• •• 
must be made normally is much larger_ th~ri. thei3 demand, especially 




.. , ····· 
Simplification 2 did not yield· as high a Percentage 
., 
.. ,·~ 
.... "' ........ 
. S~vings as was: expected it might have (see Table 3), becaus_e of 
. ~ •' , 
<: 
the design of the test .. problem. Experiepce with this procedure 
has sho.wn that it will work mos~ efficiently i-f the number :of 
I • 
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only three suppliers was 
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I Total QUfJilt_i ty Of Product 
Figu-re 7: Distribution of Feasible Solutions 
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Te:s t ·-Pro'b.lem· 1. 
,· 
---o------ Test Problem 2 
• 
Q.a.se I 
Total Quantity of Prod'uct Al located/Total "-Quantity of Product Avai labl.e 
._, 
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Te:st Problem 1 
Test :Probl~m 2 
II 
,.3 
Total of Product Allocated/Total Qu~~tity of Product Available 
• • .l;> 
Quantity 
Figure 9· 










































































































Test Problem 1 
Number ·of Feasible 
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Number of Feas'ible 
Solutions by Total 
•J 
Test Problem 1 
Number of Required 
Solutions· f.or 
. . ~ 
-~-







:~ Test P_robl_em 02 
.. 




28 l-5· 46% 
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Conclusions .- . .r 
,.,'"¥ 
Both the procedures which were evaluated represented an improve~ 
p 
ment over. the method of total- enumeration of all po.ssible feasible 
_ solutions .. to· fina the .@..optimum solution. For Case II where two compu-
tational procedures were being compared·~ the first techni·que ( look- · 
ii '"'le .• ,.···:i.... 
ing at all solutions from C(m,m) t'b C(m,l)) showe~ a definite improve~ 
.... 
,, ' . 
-··· 
,-ment over the second computational proce·dure. The first ·techniqu~ 
appears to be a ~ractical alternative to solving the mixed~integer 
. 
. 
linear programming formulation '(conc·ave case) required for Case II 
~- "' 
for small to moderate ·sized problems and it·holds even more promise 
' 
.. 
for Case I since the ex.act formulation to th~s--problem is a more 
... 
c~mplicated Integer 'Li~rogl'~ing .Problem or _a Quadratic Pro-
.. 
gramming Problem with Integer Restrictions. 
One addi tiona:i drawba"ek 
.. '· • Q 
is the size of the resulting 
to the exact forn{l,1Kion· of this p~ol:)lem 
problem. What wduld appear to be a 
small problem turns out to be complicated and lengthy w-hen using the 
• 
• 4 1\ 
· ·1nteger and mixed integer algori tll,ms. :A.l though the size and ti.mEf 
>;f'' . 
required to solve tlle problem by the-twd· computational methods pre-
sented: here increase as the size of· th~ problem increases, for pro-, 
blems wh.ere there are less than 3. price bJe.aks for each product iv-· 
appears .that th:ese methods could be used in a practical proble~for· 
.. -.... . 
-· 
~- ;: 
up to 6-8 suppliers (the _limit is the memory -size of the computer·--and- ~ - --~~,- ~--=-- .. 
ii' 
t';~.j~ • .,, .• ,~ the' time .. necessary for th~ solution),,. 
1:· 
The number of products involved 
., __ 'J 
~ ..... --? 
., 
~ .. ~ 
.. 
should not. j:lffect the computations required _significantly but the· a-. 
' · t. t .. u 
mount of 1the total available product and the break-po~nts in the price 
.•.-. 
J.' 
. - J 
• 
. --- . 
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.-
Recommendations for Additional Work 
.\ . - . -------------------
. The two problems ~nde~ consideration both used the total 
... 
. quantity purchased from a SUP,Plier as the. cri'teria for determining· 
·, 
which price- schedule would be used. A logi.cal ·extension of this 
? 
problem would be the case, where the price ~chedule used is a functj.on 
.-' 
of the total valu·e of the purchases from ·each supplier.. It might ~ 
.f 
be possible to modify the procedure presented to solve this c;ase 
but at best it would snow less savings than for the cases tested ... 
If it had been required to exclude certain supplier-product 
····r-
\ . ' 
..... combiriations from consideration, either b~cause··· the supJ?lier did 
···not· manufacture thif? product or for some other reason, it is 
neceisary in the present set-up of the prob1em to associate a high 
u ~ 
. cost with this supplier-product combi~ation so that normally it 
. "" .. 
wilf not enter into the solution. This wil(~ot work in every case 
because at some stage of the problem (especially ca·se II) ·the 
. ·-,,~ 
assumption will ~be made that each supplier will supply all of the -
requirements. If this supplier is· capable of ·meeting all the 
·~ 
requirements in terms of. total quantity (a feasible solution) then 
.. the problem will be· set-u·p and solved and this illegal supplier-
product combination will be forced into the solution simply because 
\¢ii·' 
~ . 
· there was no alternate source of supply. 
A rejinement in tne method of q~termining feasible solutions 
:Ii 
and in the set. up·of:the Linear Programming Problem would eliminate 
. _,-o .. ·· h, 
~- -
this situation. If there were only a few of these undesirable 
. -
supplier-product combination the above method would work adequately 
.,..~ .... 
. -
• ' . 
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.. ~. 
s·ince even though a S"Olu.tion was found, the total· cost·- .. gf .this 
-~ 
t' ;. { 
solution wouJ.d; be so high that it would not be,· selected as· an optimal 
solution. I); ··,. ··' ... ·v lf" there "were-· a large numbe]e,~f .. ··these ·-undes4r~ble supplier-
· product cqmpinations, it is po·ssible .that for Simplification 2 when 
applied-.;.to Case II; tb,e crite.L~ia for an optimum solution might be· met i 
~-- ...... -···· 
...... 
and yet ~ne or more of these unde'$ir.able supplier-product combinations . 
might ·be in the solution. For this situation a refinement in the 
---· •, 
method of determing feasible solutions would be necessary. 
. ' 
. ' When considering the exact formulation ·of the problem- of the 
' "' prlce of. a; p~oduct being only a fqnction ·of. the quantity purchased 
.. 
from that supplie·r two representations were presented, equation (15) 
through (19) and equation (~O) through (23) which appear to be quite 
sim~lar. A closer look will show that for the SaJD.e problem equation 
..'1 
./' (15) through (19) would have less variables. (the same number of 
integer variables) but would have more equation that the rep-resent-
ation in equ"ation (20) through (23). · It would be interesting to 
r. 
. . formulate the-- same p·roblem in b(?th representations and to compare • 
• 
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Appendix I t 
~-~ .. -. ":'- The :mathemati(?al·· representation of th~ problem in equation 
.. ' .i 
-. 
(32) through (37) is 
. , K 




(35) i'jr~ ~ 
. . :' i=l 
K 




















. r . 
m 
" q .. > 0 L.,, r1J 
i=l 
-









•. · '-\ :--c,,· 
• 
.a 
r+l i = 1 
·= .Q 
A These are two b·asic problems associated with _ these 
. ,, --
representations, one the cost' function has been ~xpres$,ed as 
f 
.the product of three terms - two of which are variables and the 
second problem is that any solution will be a mixed. integer 
form since the a . 's have been defined as a zero-one. variables • ri 
" To eliminate the product term it is poss_ible to Jieiine. two ~--=----~ 
(, ....... --~· ·--
new variables ·U .• and V .. 'in the following m_an.ner: 
, . rl.J' , riJ . 
-F~" 
(38). urij ~--Cl/2) (qrij - a.:)-··., r1 -
,. 
(39) vr1·J·' = (1/2) (q •'• + a .) 
-r1J r1 
•, 


























· .. -.'i 
•• . 11. 
.... '• 
I ; 
11,111· . .. 
. a ,-·' 
"' J ·. ,•· '1•...,.. •. --
40 ° 
' The product- ·term_ ari q _ . . can now ~e . expressed as: 
, . r1.J 
, 
· 2 2 . 
a q = V r·i_ J. - U ri· J. ri · rij 
With this simplif icatiori we can now represent the problem 
'• 
in the f~llowing w.~Y.; (' (,6> 





.. ,... . .,,, 
.··,·-: 
. X •• 1J 
K m 
' ·.o, 
(41) bj ~ L. E 
r=l i=l I .,..:, 
K m .. 
(42) L l: cv2 · · . 2 ' z. C .. ~. u .. ) J • . r1J r1J r1J 
r=l i=l -~ 
-~· 
·'' m 
'YJ.r < '°' (V2 - u2 .. ) ~ LI · · r1J 




At this point there are now two techniques which_could be 
·-
' 
used to solve this representation of the problem. The first is 
to solve the problem as a Qi.irratic Programming problem or 
. .........-----. 
se.condly the non-linearities can be approximated by a piece_i-
, 
wise linear function ( the resulting fun:ction will be· convex) •. 
_ Doing the latt,er· wil,l restrict the set of, possible. solutions· to 
only certain values depending upon the. nUJllber of linear elements 
·· used to approximate the quadratic function. This would :increase 
e . ~ --
the ·slzeV·o~ th·e problem exces·sive.ly, and therefore it would not 
be. a. practical approach ~-o t-he solution to this·· problei;,n. 
~- ·_i'·:'' • 
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-~( . Append .. =i:-X I I 
Linear,Programming Representation for ·case I 
J 
,_, · In order, to determine all f_easible solu,tions and the lowest 
_ cost solution among the set ·of- feasible solutions ,a program was 
written in FORTRAN IV which would determine Which soiutions were 
' .,- ..,I' 
feasible,·. set up the requ·ired Linear Progr~ing Problem and 
- ... 
solv.e it for the minimum cost solution.. This program was 
... 
written for a niaximum o,f 3 produtcts, 4 suppliers and 3 price· 
breaks for each supplier .• · The input .to ·this program consists 
. . 
of .the .following items of data: ~ -~. . . .Qi • - · .. :.. ·;.-,~--..... 
D 
1. Price Break Points for each Supplier. 
,I' . 
. • . . 
2. ""'i'Jost for each produ,9\_,between each .. ~reak Ppint, 
3. Requirement for each-of the Products • 
-4 •. Information as-to whic_h supplier will be.supplying 
·,/ 
"& 
products towards meeting the total requir.ement. 
" 
Set-yP of the Problem . 
The Liriear Progr~ which was set up by the computer 
, J< v 
represe1yt the problem -in Case 1 • shown . EqQation (II 1S l.ll 
'· 
, 
through .. (II - ~). All costs which are associated with; 





(because of the.initial assumption.on aliocations) are set at 
a· large· positiv'e c'bst so that no ~llooation ·will be made to 
i. 
··these variables when mi:oimizing, the cost· function z. 
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(ll- 1) 
(II .:. 2) 
(II - 3) 
c1i· - 4l 
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i 
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. ··•.·· 42 
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Lr ~lj. ~ 
,.max··. 
K .. m 
E- E 











i = 1, .• ~<· •• -. ,n.i, ,, 
,II,., 
.7 
,,, .,,.,: •• ,.,, ... ,,.,..,,,,.,,,, .•.• .,, •. 1 ... 
,,,,,:,,•" ·. 
.... ,.,.,., . \~· 
. ·Xrij j'. = .. I, ... • n 
x;:, .. 
· r1J j = 1, 
' 











. x···-- •• · 






Product··· ·;· -· 1 f . ... -· . · , . • . • ~, •. m ';.''' 
./ 
~ 
,.. j =, Suppl_ier . j = 1, .... n ,, 
., 
... 
• Lrj - Break point in -price structure .. for supplier· j in 
I • - . , A• 




Xrij - Quant,ity of product i ·purchased from supplier j at 
·a cost associated with an allocation in the range 
. '·--. 
.. :~ 
crij - Unit cost for product .i· from supplie:r j associated 
K . n, · .. 




· witll an allocation in the range L < '°'· ~ x · ~.· 
, r-lj - ~ LJ rl.J 




.A·:i.., ---~ Demand. for .. product i . · 
. .._ 
...... ... 
, I I 
rmax - The break poil;lt in ·quantity below .which the 
,,. 
·l , 
allocation has been assumed to be made (rmax is: 
'• - . ~ 
determined . f'or · each j from the ·assumption. made 
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be-found 
Determine range under 
consideration for the 
allocations to each 
supplier 
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.' F·igure 1·0.: Flow chart for program- used to enumerate all 
f eas·able solutions for Case I. 
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~{ . .•. .? .. 
'Linear Progz:amming R-epresentation for Case II J 
A program whic(_has the same function. as the ,program 
' """""' --, • fl 
written for\_LC~se I -was prepared for this ·case (see Appendix I). 
• " ' 
This· program was designed for a maximum of ~~ree products, three 
suppliers· and three p:r:ice. breaks. " 'il The inputs -and outputs of · 
this program are similar to thosef t·or the progr~ for Case I. 
-set-up of the Problem 
'The·Linear Program which was set-up by the compute~ to 
I 
t ' 
repres·e_nt ·the problem in Case· II is shown. in equations (III- - 1) 
through (III - 5),r All costs wgich are, associated with 
allocations which. are not. allowed to enter the solu.µC>n (be-
-, 
cause of the initial assumptions on· allocations) are set at a 
-
large positive cost so that allocations will not be made to 
these-when minimizing the cost function z. 
K 










xrij - J. = 1 
. ' 
.• •. • .n 
·' 








(III - 3)' LrJ 5 · .L ,xrij - .. r = ·1 1 • • • K.,. . 
----- - . - -- - ·--~-- - ---·-·-· -- -·--· .l=l ____ - . ~--··---·----
. ' 
(Ill - 5) ·z -
-
. . ,.,,,, 
K 
n 






E E C •• ·X .• 
:r::1 j=l rJ.J riJ 
-~ 
_ .. ...._ .-
' '\ . 
-~ 
n 
" X .. £.J ... r _J.J j=l max 
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Figure ~l: Frlow\ chart for pr_ogram u~ed 
) f easable :oluti~~s' for{ Case 
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~p~ndix IV j-, 
.... 
Cos·t Ma·trix ·Test Problem'! 
Supp.lier 1 
,qp. 
· .. 10 . 09 . 08 
) 
" 
,25 .. 20 • ;1.5 
" 
. 09 C '• •• 08 • 07 
0 . 501 1001 
·s.oo ·1000 2000: 
..... 
Cost 
t Supplie·r 1 
( 
.. 10 .08 . 06 
. 50. .40 ~30 
' , 
Supplier 2 . 




























Matrix Test Problem II 
Supplier 2 · 
. 09 . 09 .·08 .11 .10 
\30 .60 .40 
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1 12 .. 3 
D B B 
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Cost: that can be eliminated Same Solution 
from considerations ·as Soluti.on #f 
1 2 3 , \ __ 1____ 2_-___ 3 __ ....--
:i. 
r 1500 0 ~165 B A 
999 501 0 190 
., 
~ 
999 0 501 190 
.-'.' 
1000 500 0 190 







.·Q .501 999 190 
"i 
0 1000 500 190 
0 0 1500 155 
~ 
/"'-. 0 ·500 1000 185 
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D A B 
C A C 
C A' B., 
·B. A '• 
. •. . . .D 
:B A· :c 
:I 
.•.. 
A :D ' . ,a. 
. 
~ 
-A· ·c .c 
A C B 
A B D 
A B c. 
D B A 
-~ 
·c C A 
. (j: B A 
B D A 
B C : A 
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Appendix V (cont'd) 
... 
· Actual Allocation 
Suppl_ier 







1000 0 500 



















•. ~ .• 
Equivalent Sobutions. ~ ~~ 
. 
that can be elimitiated 
from considerations. 
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· as ~solution·#·. 
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"A" No alloc.ation \ is assum(;td 
Range "B" o~soo Units 
Range "c" ~501-1000 
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. 'Fea.s;ible ;I. 
· Assumed Range· for Supplier Cost· .. List of (Var~a~le~) and allocation 
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. (2) - 500 
(5) 500 











1-C 7) 500 
.:(5) 500 g. 
.· (7) 500 







A. . ,, n" . 
Range P~ ·. No a·llocation ip assumed 
'' '' ~ Range ·. B 0-500 Units 
Range "c"· 501-1000 .Uni ts 
,, " . 
.Range D 1001-2000 Unit~ 
*Opt:i.mt1m Solution ·in ariy group 
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(22) 5·00 , 
(26) 500 p 
c-2·2) · 590 .. 
'(~2) ·500. 
(22) '. 50,0 
( 19). 500 · 
(26) 500 
(19) 500 
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